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Abstract—Emphasis on the need for authentication of image
content has increased since images have been inferred to have
some cognitive effects on human brain coupled along with
the pervasiveness of images. General form of malicious image
manipulations is Copy Move Forgery (CMF) in which a region
is cloned from source location and pasted onto the same image
at a target location. Techniques often used to hide or increase
presence of an object in the image. This need to establish
detection of image originality and authentication without using
any prior details of the image has increased by many folds. In
this paper, we present a list of comparisons on the detection of
image forgeries mostly pertaining to CMF using SIFT method.
An effort has been made to produce suffused paper by quoting
most of the recent practices by providing an in depth analysis
of range of different techniques for forgery localization.
Keywords—Copy-move forgery, image forgery, image forensics
and SIFT features.
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE forensics has its genesis from multimedia foren-sics and includes the interrogation of still digital images
for authenticity and originality. Analysis of image for check-
ing the image originality and integrity of its content without
using any prior details about the image is termed as blind
image forensics. Image forensic techniques can be branched
into two categories active(or intrusive) and passive(or blind)
techniques [1]. Many cases the active techniques have been
able to reliability tell if an image has been tampered or not,
but could not efficiently locate the tampered region. That is,
active techniques can detect the authenticity of the image.
Passive(or blind) techniques on the other hand apart from
telling whether an image is tampered or not they have also
been able to localize the forgery locations on the image. This
localization of forgery helps to analyze and detect the image
content originality thus providing a method to check the
integrity of image content to a certain depth corresponding
to the ground reality of image.
Passive techniques encompass a variety of techniques
some specific to forgery type and other when used in
combination to each other can detect other forgery types as
well. Some of the passive techniques are Pixel, Geometric,
Camera and Format based techniques [2]. The current focus
of this paper is to perform the analysis of the image with
respect to the CMF using the pixel based SIFT keypoint
technique. In SIFT techniques keypoints from the image in
question are extracted and analysed with keypoints generated
from all over the image for similarity matching. The general
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Fig. 1Schematic of SIFT Techniques
flow the SIFT algorithm can be summarized in the following
schematic diagram
II. BACKGROUND
Image forensics has its origin from the multimedia foren-
sics which in turn inherits its properties from digital foren-
sics. Image forensics is a sub branch of multimedia forensics
which refers to the analysis of images in the forensics setting
wherein the focus is on establishing the image authenticity
and origin. Authenticity integrity of the contents depicted in
the image for if they are original or not. Origin refers to the
establishment of the source of the image. A forensic setting
is often a planned and stepwise or sequential process or flow
of analysis.
Image forensics can be disintegrated into image tamper
detection and image forgery localization [3]. Image temper
detection refers to establishment of the fact if the image is
manipulated or not whereas in image forgery localization
the goal is to localize the forged region in the image.
Image forgery techniques can be roughly categorized into
three major types: Retouching, Splicing, and Copy move
forgery (CMF). Retouching of images is a most sophisticated
type of forgery wherein small target regions are subjected to
modification and manipulations. Splicing of images involves
taking an image patch from a different image and pasting
it onto another image. In CMF a region of the parent
image is cloned and pasted on the same image but at a
different location which may or may not be near each other.
Applications of image processing are in yellow journalism,
criminal investigations, evidence tampering, insurance pro-
cessing, scientific research and political propaganda.
A. Copy Move Forgery(CMF)
In CMF a patch is taken from the image and pasted in
different region of same image. It is the intrinsic nature of
this type of forgery that it is often not detected by human
eye until and unless it is completely absurd (defying reality)
detail that is depicted in the image. This forgery can be done
easily using open source image manipulation tools such as
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GIMP, Netpaint or simple paint application of windows. But
using techniques of image analysis it is now possible to
detect copy moved regions. Since most tools simply paste
the source region pattern onto the target regions. It is often
pointed out that the copied and moved regions will contain
a structural similarity that can be exploited to detect the
manipulated regions.
Often a number of other image manipulation techniques
such as blurring, scaling, rotation, translation, heavy com-
pression, illumination changes and noise addition are em-
ployed to evade detection algorithms. The sift technique is
often invariant to such aliasing methods as compared to the
block based techniques wherein the image is decomposed
into finite blocks and features extracted from the block
is subjected to analysis. CMF also called as cloning has
a number of variations to it depending on the type of
modifications made to the pasted region. An image region
to be forged may be Rotated by some degree or Scale to a
larger size or Translated move to another place (RST). These
RST modifications can help in disguising the copy moved
regions from detection algorithms.
B. Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT)
SIFT features are extracted from gray-level image and
tend to be invariant to most of the post processing methods.
They are used in a variety of image processing applications
ranging from medical to space based application. It is the
most widely studied algorithm and also has a variety of
modified versions to it. First proposed by the D. G. Lowe
[6] for image retrieval application it presents with output
of feature matrix with 128 feature vectors for each point
detected along with their respective coordinates. These gen-
erated features provide local image description and provide
visual correspondence between similar images or regions.
SIFT algorithm has been subjected to modifications based
on its usage to certain application. A number of variations
to SIFT exist wherein the algorithm has been subjected to
modifications to enable the generated features to be invariant
to mirror reflections (called MIFT) or affine invariant (called
A-SIFT). The wide application of SIFT features can be
attributed to their invariance to scale and rotation along with
robustness to white Gaussian noise, some forms of affine
distortion, occlusion, perspective shifts, and illumination.
The working of SIFT algorithm can be divided into four
major steps. The steps constitute the scale space represen-
tation of the image, keypoint computation using the Differ-
ence of Gaussian, Contrast based edge filter and keypoint
orientation generation before the final SIFT descriptors are
generated. The SIFT keypoints can be considered as the
points of discontinuity of the gradient function extracted
using the DoG function.
The scale space representation of image consists of image
set with varied scale and resolution. The keypoints are
computed using the difference of Gaussian (DoG) of the set
images. The DoG function provides a very close approxima-
tion to scale normalized LoG whose extrema produce stable
feature as compared to other. In contrast based edge filter the
unstable points on the edges are removed following a certain
criteria. The keypoints are given an orientation based on the
nearby reference orientation.
Fig. 2Steps in SIFT keypoint detection algorithm [6]
III. RELATED WORK
Earlier methods proposed for image forgery localization
used the block based approach wherein the image was
divided into fixed sized blocks and after which features were
extracted from them and then analyzed for similarity. In
This methodology had a major bottleneck that was posed
by the block size to be considered for small and large
sized forgery regions. Block based techniques proposed by
Hany Farid [5] and Jessica Fredrich [4]. Also the block
based techniques were more affected by the post-processing
operations performed by the forgers to evade detection
leading to poor effectiveness of the method. Furthermore
the block based methods tend to become more bulky when
applied to large size images.
Keypoint based methods detect the interest location or
points from the image that can be analyzed for a variety of
different application. Keypoint based methods often produce
a set of features for the set of each points detected. Various
keypoint based methods apart from SIFT to be used in
CMFD exist like the Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF),
Harris Corner detector.
SIFT features are post processing invariant and hence are
more ideal for CMFD methods. Similar feature matching is
the essence of most of the copy move based image forgery
localization techniques. The feature based techniques are
considered to be more efficient in terms of space, memory
and time as it mostly operates on the image in a global
manner. SIFT features apart from being widely applied
to different applications are also most studied for their
efficiency.
IV. ANALYSIS OF STATE-OF-THE-
ART SIFT-CMFD TECHNIQUES
Various feature matching methods have been used and can
be broadly categorized as the direct keypoint matching or
cluster based keypoint matching. In direct keypoint match-
ing, the keypoints extracted from the image are subjected
to direct matching for similarity whereas in cluster based
keypoint matching the keypoint are subjected to clustering
mechanism and then similar cluster keypoints are used to
detect the forged region. Some methods use both types for
matching mechanisms to detect the forged regions for greater
efficiency. Also in some method of CMFD the keypoint
based techniques used in combination with the block based
techniques. The table below depicts the various techniques
used for CMFD till date also giving the details with respect
to dataset used.
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TABLE I – ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SIFT - CMFD TECHNIQUES
Best Practices Procedural Steps Matching Mechanism Advantages Disadvantages Datasets
Segmentation-Based
Image Copy Move
Forgery Detection
Scheme [11]
Two stage process
Stage1: Find the
suspicious matches
along with rough
transform matrix
Stage2: confirm the
existence of CMF by
refining the transform
matrix.
Keypoint matching Can detect forged
regions of size as small
as 32x32
slow detection speed
and re-estimation of
transformation matrix
MICC (F600),
MICC(F2000), CPEN
dataset
Improved SIFT-based
Copy-move Detection
Using BFSN Clustering
and CFA Features [12]
Combines sift with
broad first Search
neighbors (BFSN)
clustering and color
filter array (CFA)
features.
Cluster matching Detect multiple
copied regions and
Discriminates original
and forged regions
Flat CMFD regions not
detected
CoMoFoD datasets
Copy-Move Image
Forgery Detection Based
On Sift Descriptors And
Svd-Matching [13]
SIFT vectors used to
compute correlation
vector proximity matrix
and similarity matrix.
Matching points thus
calculated then subjected
to a fusion step.
Keypoint matching Automatic method to
detect duplication in
image regions
Reduced the number
of false point matching
problem
Not Mentioned
Speeding-up SIFT based
Copy Move Forgery
Detection Using Level
Set Approach [14]
Image segmented using
chan-vese segmentation
method. Keypoints in
the ROI are matched
and copy moved region
detected.
Keypoint matching Multiple-forged object
detection.Robust and
simple implementation
Usage of boundary
properties alone and not
including the regional
properties.Fixing
the threshold for the
matching process
Not Mentioned
Detection Of Copy
Forgery In Digital
Images Based On Lpp-
Sift [19]
Uses SIFT with
locality preserving
projections(LPP). LPP
used to obtain reduced
dimensional feature
descriptors
keypoint matching uses dimension
reduction method and
speed up the process of
CMF detection
Not effective in images
with forged regions with
small area and on flat
surfaces.
Columbia library of
natural images
Fast and Robust Passive
Copy-Move Forgery
Detection Using
SURF and SIFT Image
Features [16]
Two stage process
merges the SIFT method
along with SURF
techniques and use
the g2NN method to
detect the similar feature
matching technique
keypoint matching Fusing two feature
detection method
increases the efficiency
and robustness of CMF
detection
Number of keypoints
affect processing time
also Cannot detect
multiple cloned regions
and Patches with highly
uniform texture is
missed
MICC-F220
Copy Move Forgery
Detection using DWT
and SIFT Features [17]
Uses the dwt method
for dimensionality
reduction. Sift features
extracted from the LL
part of the dwt analyzed
image.
keypoint matching High accuracy as
compared to other
methods and Reduced
computation complexity
Block based methods
efficiency affected by
image size
MICC-F220
A Sift-Based Forensic
Method For CopyMove
Attack Detection
And Transformation
Recovery [20]
Three steps :- SIFT
feature extraction
and similar feature
matching , Hierarchical
Clustering, Geometric
Transformation, Use
iterative generalized
2NN test to fine
similar keypoints
and agglomerative
hierarchical clustering
performed on similar
points
Both cluster and
keypoint matching
Can detect multiple
copies of cloned regions
Cannot detect
copied image patch
having,maximum
uniform texture such
as the salient keypoints
that are not covered by
SIFT
Media Integration and
Communication Center
(MICC)-F220
Region Duplication
Detection -Using Image
Feature Matching [21]
First the keypoints
are collected the
rought Keypoint
Matching. Then finding
of af?ne transform
between matched
keypoints. Finally
region correlation map
generated for locating
duplicated regions
Keypoint matching Can detect multiple
duplicate regions
Cannot detect region
with little visual
structure. Can falsely
detect regions with
intrinsic similarity
as forged. High true
negative rate.
PNG true colour images
from Kodak corporation
for unrestricted research
usage
Detecting Multiple
Copies In Tampered
Image [22]
Search for objects
that match and fully
automatic is a three
step approach,SIFT
keypoint clustering.
Similar cluster matching
- texture based analysis.
Points grouped using
hierarchical tree
clustering process.
Cluster matching Robust upto jpeg
compression level of
30 Texture analysis is
utilized to differentiate
the matching. Robust to
false matches
Setting higher value,
clusters results in too
few points. That may
not be enough to find
matches that may claim
similarity between the
detected points
Not mentioned
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A. Beanchmark Datasets
A number of datasets exist to test the CMFD algorithms
but researchers also use custom datasets in order to show
the efficiency of their developed forgery localization and
detection methods. Furthermore datasets developed targeting
a certain type of forgery. For example the CASIA dataset [7]
targets the splicing forgery. The Dresden dataset [8], MICC-
F220,F2000 [9] and CoMoFoD [10] provide dataset for copy
move forgery.
V. CONCLUSION
A concise survey on the state of art CMFD methods are
presented that may assist researchers to delve into and share
solution so that arduousness often faced in the CMFD using
the pixel based techniques can be eliminated. Currently
keypoint based techniques are combined with texture detec-
tion methods to detect the forgery in flat regions but result
in poor accuracy. Each method has a drawback that must
be removed for effective forgery localization. Block based
techniques when combined with keypoint based techniques
are effective in counteracting the keypoint insertion based
attacks. Similarly combining the keypoint direct matching
with the cluster based matching increases the effectiveness
of the CMFD method.
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